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About Torch…
Torch Technologies, Inc. established in October 2002
Focused on Government Engineering Support and Solutions
Headquartered in Huntsville, AL

Small Business NAICS Code: 541712 (R&D)
Five Corporate Office Locations, Eight Field Locations
CMMI – Level 3, ISO 9001 Certified
Broad-Based Employee Ownership – 100% ESOP
Top Secret Facility Clearance
Highest Caliber Engineering Services Offered at Best
Value
Modeling & Simulation
Systems Engineering & Integration
Advanced Technologies
Test & Evaluation
Programmatic Support

Information Assurance and Information Technologies
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Cybersecurity Testing
Topics of Interest

DoD Mandate for Cybersecurity Testing

2010 Quadrennial
Defense Review

Although it is a man-made domain, cyberspace is now as relevant a domain for DoD
activities as the naturally occurring domains of land, sea, air, and space.

2010 DoD Strategy for
Operating in Cyberspace

“…ensure that it has the necessary capabilities to operate effectively in all domains –
air, land, maritime, space, and cyberspace.”

2014 DoDI 8500.01

“Cybersecurity”, added and clarified requirements for cybersecurity resilience
including “performing developmental T&E of cybersecurity … and OT&E …, including
the ability to detect and react to penetrations and exploitations and to protect and
restore data and information”

2015 DoD Cyber Strategy

From 2013-2015, the Director of National Intelligence named the cyber threat as the
number one strategic threat to the United States, placing it ahead of terrorism for
the first time since the attacks of September 11, 2001
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DoD Mandate for Cybersecurity Testing

2015 DoDI 5000.02

“Operation of the Defense Acquisition System”:
• Emphasized cybersecurity requirements to “develop a strategy and budget resources for
cybersecurity testing. The test program will include, as much as possible, activities to test and
evaluate a system in a mission environment with a representative cyber-threat capability.”
• The revision also added a requirement, beginning at Milestone A, to “conduct periodic
cybersecurity risk assessments to determine the appropriate Blue/Green/Red Team, and
operational impact test events in alignment with the overall test strategy for evaluating the
program for real world effects”.

2015 DoDI 5200.39

Critical program infrastructure (CPI) “will be identified early and reassessed throughout the
RDT&E program so that
• CPI protections requirements and countermeasures may be identified and applied as the CPI is
developed and modified throughout the lifecycle as needed”, and that
• “CPI protection measures will be integrated and synchronized, then documented within the
Program Protection Plan (PPP)”.
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CyberSecurity Test Bed (CSTB)
In FY14, the U.S. Army Program Executive Office Missiles & Space
(PEO MS) defined the need for an improved capability to assess the
cybersecurity posture of PEO weapon systems throughout the
acquisition lifecycle, and especially as a cooperative Developmental
Test & Evaluation (DT&E) tool for its program managers (PMs).
The Aviation and Missile Research Development and Engineering
Center (AMRDEC) was given the task of developing a CyberSecurity
TestBed (CSTB) to meet this need. The CSTB reached an Initial
Operating Capability (IOC) in FY15 and was validated in a Proof of
Concept (PoC) with the Army Integrated Air and Missile Defense
(AIAMD) Program Office (PO) in April 2016.

The CSTB is a joint PEO MS and AMRDEC initiative

CSTB Overview

CSTB supports distributed LVC components, and local and national assets

CSTB Architecture

The CSTB includes all required elements for conducting CEMA testing
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There are many program use cases for the CSTB

Key Enablers for Successful Cybersecurity Testing
Early and (nearly) continuous testing
Cooperative T&E
Virtualization
Modeling and simulation (M&S)

Early and (nearly) continuous testing
Programs can’t afford to wait for milestone-based cyber T&E
Vulnerabilities may be found too late for optimal (read: cheap and effective) fixes

Early testing enables architecture and design trade-space
Ensures cybersecurity posture is understood after changes
Hardware, software, interfaces, APIs, host OS version, etc.

Promotes built-in cyber testability

Some cyber testing can be automated
Conducted overnight, results next day
Similar to continuous software building

Cooperative T&E
Program subject matter experts (SMEs) participate
They know the most about the platform IT (PIT) components
They know what is ready, and what is still under development

Can place blue team members in red cell
Along with red team members, or entirely blue
Has the extra benefit of training blue-team to think like a red team

Non-reportable T&E
Programs want to know the state of their system before test events
Maximizes the chance of a succeeding in official red-team tests

Virtualization
Virtualization means to create a software simulation of a computer
The virtual machine is ideal for cybersecurity testing
Allows a damaged (or infected) virtual computer to be reloaded fresh
Enables large scenarios through replication

Common example is Operating System Virtualization
Less Common example is Full System Simulator
The virtual computer has all of the same “parts” as the physical computer
Same CPU, memory, buses, peripheral chips, disk interfaces and drives, etc.

Software targeted for the specific physical hardware runs unmodified (binary form)
This is much more interesting from a cyber testing perspective
Hardware vulnerabilities can be tested (assuming high fidelity part models)
Example: Wind River Simics

Virtualization

(cont’d)

Virtualization also works for other components

Example: Scalable’s EXata
Real-time network emulator (radios, antennas, propagation, …)
Used to model complex, heterogeneous networks
Models terrain, weather, power, transmission delay, etc.
Has cyber effects and impacts capability
Active and passive attacks
DDoS, SIGINT, viral, eavesdropping, wireless jamming, …
Can interface to physical networks
Very good scalability (lots and lots of nodes)

Modeling and Simulation (M&S)
Stimulation
Used to simulate external entities (LINK-16, BFT, …) to stimulate POR components

Simulator or Emulator
A simulation of POR components (radar, missile, etc.)
Emulation adds interfaces and allows tactical connection to POR components

Cyber impact studies
Cyber effect models are constructed from effects observed during cyber T&E
The models are then added to external high-fidelity simulations
Useful for answering the “so what?” question of how an exploit affects service delivery

Black-listing for T&E
M&S components do not normally include the cyber defense present in real-world component
They are black-listed during T&E events

CSTB and “Shift Left”
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The Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (DASD) Acquisition Technology and
Logistics (ATL) recognized that our current process “fails to adequately highlight
cybersecurity testing as a critical test activity during DT&E“, and established a
“Shift Left” strategy that requires DT&E to occur earlier in the timeline; prior to
the Milestone C decision.

PMs can incorporate CSTB relative to acquisition milestones
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